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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The person I dealt with
was very helpful and answered all my questions plus madegood suggestions. Inwould use them
again. Great experience They worked hard in getting you the car that you want. I recommend the
dealer. The gal that handled the email correspondence was very nice, but the man who
answered the phone was rude, not helpful and did not return our call. I would never use this
dealer. NEVER responded Stopped by, no salesman EVER came out I bought a good car at a
good price. Prior to picking up the car, the brakes were done and when I had an AC issue, I
brought the car back and they fixed it. They sell good quality vehicles and stand behind them
Highly recommend! Car was junk. Photographed not to show giant dent passengers front
quaterpanel and rear. Opened the hood to nothing but rust. Wasted gas and an hour going to
this place. Scott and Robin were awesome to deal with at Highway 60 motors They answered all
my questions about the vehicle I ended up buying the f like it very much and will recommend
others to them and CarGurus. They dealt with me through text while I was harvesting sugarcane
1, miles away. Great experience..! Kav the Owner is awesome!! He listened to my needs and
concerns regarding buying a car. Helped me figure out what was best for my long term needs! I
will definitely refer people Very quick response considering it was a Sunday. Offered to send a
video. Unfortunately, the truck was already sold by another salesman! Excellent response but
not a good outcome for me. Glad I waited for pictures before I drove an hour to see it.
Unfortunately the truck I wanted sold before I but they did a great job in working with me and I
was able to drive off with the same make and model truck and honestly they one i bought was in
better condition than the one i wanted and now i love my truck and i thank these guys for
helping me. This dealer deserves a five. They responded quickly. They were enthusiastic and
acted quickly to get me approved and into the vehicle I wanted. Great job guys and gals. Shay
was awesome, we gave her a budget and she found us a great deal. Will shop here again. Shay
should be your next seller. This dealer responded timely and was very helpful in providing
requested information in regards to the potential purchase. The Chevy Silverado boasts a
relatively smooth and quiet ride, comfortable seats, potent and lively V8 powerplants that have
been tweaked for somewhat better fuel economy, and a lengthier list of standard safety features
than past versions. Keeping up with the competition is the name of the game in the ultra-fierce
American pickup market. It remains to be seen if a few tweaks to its V8 engine, a new six-speed
automatic transmission, some needed improvements in standard safety items, and a couple of
added technological features are enough to overcome the Fords, Dodges, Toyotas, and Nissans
of the world. Curiously, Chevy has decided to drop the 6. Regular and Extended Cab trims are
additionally available with either a 6. No matter the cab or bed size, however, these are big
trucks, with a correspondingly wide turning circle, thus maneuvering any of these beasts in a
crowded parking lot is not for the feint of heart, though the fully opening rear doors on the
Extended Cab trims will make entering and exiting the rear seats a tad more torso-friendly once
a suitable spot is negotiated. The deletion of the 6. The basic 4. Capable of hauling up to 9,
pounds of trailer, the 4. The four-speed automatic with both the V6 and 4. This potent V8 is, alas,
unavailable for the LS trim level. Finally, the 6. The 6. Additionally, all three V8s come with
Ecapable Flex Fuel technology, as well as variable valve timing for added fuel efficiency.
Silverado trims with on-demand 4WD feature manual hi-lo gear selection on the lower trims and
electronic hi-lo selection on the higher trims, as well as a mechanical center differential and
auto-locking hubs. Though the new six-speed automatic transmission, for the most part, earns
kudos from professional reviewers, little difference in acceleration is noticeable between the 5.
The standard Z85 suspension equipping all Chevy Silverado trims features a front independent
suspension, with long-and-short-arm configuration and front stabilizer bar, while in the rear is
the traditional solid live axle suspension. All trims but one roll on standard inch wheels, while
the LTZ mounts standard inch chrome alloy wheels. Hard cornering results in significant body
lean, but overall, according to most reviewers, the ride with the Z85 suspension is placid
enough, with the addition of a stiffer Z60 suspension leading to a bit better handling response
on paved roads, but also a somewhat harsher ride. Of course, the Z71 off-road-oriented
suspension, available with both the LT and LTZ trims, will provide not only a sure-footed ride on
the hills and gullies of the back country, but also some significant jolting and jostling even on
well-paved roads. Reviewers note that steering with the standard suspension package is
well-balanced, if somewhat numb, while braking is better than adequate, despite all trims using
front disc and rear drum brakes. One professional reviewer, however, found the brake pedal to
be a bit too spongy for his or her taste. This full-size pickup is designed to tow trailers, haul
loads, and, occasionally, strike out overland. Be advised that even the top-shelf Silverado LTZ
will never handle like a sports coupe, nor will it pamper like a luxury sedan Pure Pickup
accurately describes the standard cabin style of all Silverado trims, except, of course, the
high-end LTZ, with its luxury-inspired, significantly swankier interior ambiance. The

six-passenger Extended Cab Work Truck adds fully opening rear-hinged back doors, rear,
flip-up bench seating, front and overhead consoles, and two additional speakers, while the Crew
cab adds front-hinged rear doors and fold-down rear seatbacks. The Silverado LS trim, offered
only in the Extended and Crew Cab versions, adds cloth upholstery, power windows, door
locks, and mirrors, cruise control, remote door locks, a single-CD player, XM satellite radio, and
OnStar telecommunications with a hands-free phone set, as well as front and rear floor mats.
The five-passenger Silverado LTZ tops out the list of standard features with leather upholstery,
power-adjustable and heated front bucket seats, power-retractable, reverse-tilting mirrors,
steering-wheel-mounted audio and cruise controls, simulated wood trim on the dash and doors,
driver's memory settings, remote start, seven Bose premium speakers including a subwoofer,
and Bluetooth communications technology. For the higher-end LT, XFE, and LTZ trims, the Z71
Off-Road appearance and suspension packages, with skid plates and extra engine and
transmission cooling, a power sunroof, DVD navigation, rearview camera system, 6-CD changer,
and a universal remote are among the extra options offered. Various trailer-towing packages are
available for pretty much all trim levels, though the XFE carries a standard hitch and wiring.
Reviewers agree that the Luxury-inspired interior is almost pampered, with all controls within
easy reach of the driver and an added ergonomic ambiance fit for a night on the town,
especially after a day on the job. Adding dual front side-mounted airbags, front and rear head
airbags, and stability control to the list of standard safety features on the Silverado is,
according to numerous reviewers, a laudable move, and one that was long overdue. These
additions join such traditional standard safety equipment as four-wheel ABS, electronic
brakeforce distribution, daytime running lights, and dusk-sensing headlights, and side-impact
door beams across the lineup. Side-impact testing was not performed. The Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety IIHS , meanwhile, gives the Silverado its highest rating of Good for front
impact protection for driver and front passengers, but only its second-highest rating of
Acceptable for side impact protection. Owners of the Silverado want a versatile and utilitarian
work vehicle, and most seem satisfied that this is what they got with this big pickup. Finally, the
lack of standard step running boards, an often unnervingly wide turning radius, and the lack of
some traditional standard technology features has more than a few Silverado owners shaking
their heads. Most owners, of course, overlook the glitches and focus on the positives with this
full-size heavy hauler. Fuel efficiency, especially with the 5. Owners consistently use one word
to support their purchase of a Silverado Value. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Silverado listings
in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. The Good. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. Cruise in complete comfort in this Chevrolet Silverado ! This Silverado
has traveled miles, and is ready for you to drive it for many more. It looks as sharp as its
performs with stylish features that include: At Sterling Heights Dodge, we don't just sell cars we
take care of our customers' needs first. Call today to speak to any of our sale associates.
Sterling Heights Dodge Chrysler Jeep, your 5 star dealer! Serving Michigan and beyond for over
25 years! Dedicated professionals to serve all of your automotive needs. We will never be
undersold, always keeping the customer's satisfaction first! We build a relationship with our
customers, not just a sale. We can help you with all of your transportation needs. Financing
available for everybody!!! The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new
battery! Texas Edition Wheels; " X 8. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. AutoNation Ford
Katy is honored to present a wonderful example of pure vehicle design This is about the time
when you're saying it is too good to be true, and let us be the one's to tell you, it is absolutely
true. More information about the Chevrolet Silverado Although the full-size trucks from Ford
and Dodge have both been more recently redesigned than the Chevrolet, the Silverado is one of
the most refined, best handling full-size trucks. Full-size trucks are used in such a wide range of
situations--from construction fleets to long-distance driving--and the two different interiors
offered in the Silverado and the nearly identical GMC Sierra help satisfy shoppers better than

most other competing models. LS and LT models are probably the best fit for buyers who need
the sturdy, get-messy capability of a pickup at least some of the time, but the LTZ is the choice
for those who need a pickup but won't compromise luxury. And for those who need a pickup but
want to make a greener choice, with even lower operating costs, the Silverado Hybrid has
percent better fuel economy without sacrificing much towing or hauling ability. Disinfectant
methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or
prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. If you're looking to purchase your new or
used dream car, you've come to the right place. At Mauer Main Chevrolet we pride ourselves on
being the most reliable and trustworthy Chevrolet dealer around. We promise to treat you as
family and friends whether you decide to do business with us or not. We promise to take the
time to listen to you. We will help you select the vehicle that best suits your wants and needs.
We will give a complete demonstration of all the features and benefits of the vehicle you select.
We will be fair and transparent in our pricing, financing and valuation of your trade. LS trim.
Also includes G80 heavy-duty automatic locking rear differential on Retail orders only. From the
moment you walk into our showroom, you'll know our commitment to Customer Service is
second to none. We strive to make your experience with Watseka Ford-Lincoln a good one for
the life of your vehicle. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please
confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. A beautiful
truck with the best price in the state. JJH Auto Sales provides maintenance for the warranty to
be valid. If Buyer decides to take it elsewhere, the 2-year powertrain warranty will be voided.
JJH Auto Sales is not responsible for damages after the warranty has expired. JJH Auto Sales
offers: Oil and oil filter replacement, brake replacement, refrigerant recharge, battery
replacement, 4 wheel alignment, brake fluid replacement, transmission fluid if applicable. Fully
loaded and much more! Since , Doug Henry has offered an unrivaled experience by treating our
guest the same way we would like to be treated when buying a car. We listen when our
customers talk, and we heard that people dislike the back and forth and wasted time in
dealerships trying to get the best deal. We will write a check to purchase your car right on the
spot. We pride ourselves on providing a Fast, Fair and Friendly buying experience. Just 1 hour
drive in from Raleigh and the Virginia border. Read our reviews and see what others are saying
about us. Excellent Condition, no accident! Financing available. What are you waiting for? Call
now or visit our website: Our finance department is dedicated to finding the best possible rates
and terms for you. Please, write down what you need to bring in so you can take immediate
delivery of the vehicle you selected: Driver license, Two recent pay stubs, References, Phone or
utility bill in customer name , Title for your trade. Thanks for visiting Vehicle information is
based off standard equipment and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete
vehicle specific information. This offer is not redeemable for cash and may not be combined
with any other discount or offer. Snatch a score on this Chevrolet Silverado LT before it's too
late. LT trim. Serviced here. AutoPark is one of the leading Chrysler and Jeep dealerships in the
Raleigh, Durham, and Garner area, offering excellent customer service, a friendly environment,
attractive financing options, and great cars! Fuel economy calculations based on original
manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. We are open for business and were prioritizing
your health and safety. Deals made over the phone or email, complimentary delivery of vehicles
and paperwork. From the comfort of your home you can shop, get pricing, and trade value. We
will deliver your vehicle and paperwork. Call today to schedule your test drive! Serviced and
Inspected by our award winning service department! Odometer is miles below market average!
Call today to schedule a test drive. This vehicle comes equipped with V8 - 5. Buy now and save.
You can call me at or email me at jmkaleh aol. Many other trucks in stock. Please check our web
site at jacobsautosales. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery
available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 22, Manual 5. Cylinders 8 cylinders 19, 6 cylinders 2, 4 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
Check Availability. Price Drop. No accidents. Showing 1 - 18 out of 23, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. I bought my Crew Cab Z71 with 15k miles on it on March 3, I have not had any
problems with it other than the exterior temperature gauge takes a while to register what the
teperature it outside. Also, it is pretty difficult to park, even with the back up camera and
parking sensors. I get about MPG in town and hwy. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and

avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
who sells chilton repair manuals
drag the labels onto the diagram to identify the parts and ligaments of the hip joint
dodge caravan transmission control module
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

